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Recent submissions increase in numbers

Data source: https://github.com/lixin4ever/Conference-Acceptance-Rate
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Problems from two sides

Gets random submissions Gets random peer reviews

Poorly organized

Methodology is problematic

Result is unclear

Question - analysis mismatch

Limited novelty

Limited impact 

Ethical concerns

Didn’ read carefully

D esn’  unders  nd  ur 
method

D esn’   hink h rd

D esn’  unders  nd  he 
field

Reviewers are paranoid
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Possibilities of improvements?

• Improved peer review procedure
• OpenReview

• ACL Rolling Review

• Use DNN to predict paper outcomes
• Text classification problem

• Intuition: text markers can lead to scalable solutions
• “Bes   f b  h w r ds”

• Similar: Automatic Essay Scoring, e.g., Grammarly →
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There are some interesting text markers

An example: locations on the 
semantic coordinates.

• Hypothesis: word semantics shift along 
certain coordinates.

• Semantically stable words form 
coordinates.

• Target words shift along the 
coordinates.

Zhu, Z., Xu, Y., & Rudzicz, F. (2020). Semantic coordinates analysis reveal language changes in AI research. ArXiv:2011.00543. https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.00543 5

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.00543


And they can be useful

An example: examine the 
rhetorical capacities of neural LMs.

• Use simp e m de s (“pr bes”)    
predict rhetorical features

• Use loss to measure the difficulty →
neg  i n  f “ he g  dness  f en  ding 
 he kn w edge”

Zhu, Z., Pan, C.,  Abdalla, M., & Rudzicz, F. (2020). Examining the rhetorical capacities of neural language models.  EMNLP BlackboxNLP 6

https://aclanthology.org/2020.blackboxnlp-1.3/


Let’s try some text markers for AI papers

We consider 74 writing features

i.e., do not explicitly describe the semantics.

• Me  d   :  u b und  i   i ns,  r i  e  eng hs, sen en e  eng hs…

• Readability: Flesch, Flesch-Kincaid, semantic surprisal

• Lexical richness: Moving-average type-token ratio

• Syntactic: Grammar error counts, active / passive voice portions

• Stylistic features: POS signal constituency, RST signal constituency

Zhu, Z., Li, B., Xu, Y., & Rudzicz, F. What do writing features tell us about AI papers? Submitted (2021)
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What can the writing features do?

• They are correlated to Conference (C) vs Workshop (W) appearance.

Zhu, Z., Li, B., Xu, Y., & Rudzicz, F. What do writing features tell us about AI papers? Submitted (2021)
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What can the writing features do?

• They can predict Conference (C) vs Workshop (W) appearance.

Sometimes comparable to TF-
IDF features, and even 
RoBERTa.
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What can the writing features do?

• They can sort of tell apart between different venues.
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What can the writing features do?

• They can not predict the inbound citation counts.

But TF-IDF features 
can predict!
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More about the data

• Computed features on 945,674 
CompSci articles from S2ORC.
• 97.68% have ≤10 annual income citations.
• Each article is cited 1.59 (std=13.5) times 

per year.

• Gave C & W labels for AI venues.
• NLP: ACL, COLING, EMNLP, NAACL
• AI: AAAI, IJCAI
• ML: ICML, NeurIPS
• CV: CVPR
• ICRA and ICASSP not used
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More about the writing features…

• They are mutually dependent
• Causal model assumed independence -> 

Observe multicollinearity effect.

• Partial features can often predict well.

• They des ribe m re  h n “jus   he wri ing”.
• E.g., RST: stylistic choices -> author -> content

• E.g., title length -> scope of content -> num. readers -> citation counts

• BTW: Good papers are more than well-“wri  en”.
• Should consider their impact.
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Summary

• Computed 74 writing features 

• Compiled a test suite to assess their usefulness:
• Conference vs. Workshop appearance prediction

• Venue appearance prediction

• Citation counts prediction

• Text markers can lead to scalable, high-quality, and trustworthy 
solutions for assessing academic article writing.
• More text markers, and group them together.

• Additional subjects, more than just CompSci / AI
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Connections beyond academic writing

Interpretable 
text-markers
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Symbolic 
reasoning

Diagnostic 
classification

Linguistic 
theory

ML4H

Structural probe, edge 
probing, and rediscovering 
classic NLP pipeline

How is BERT surprised? (Li et 
al., 2021)

What does BERT learn about 
the structure of language? 
(Jawahar et al 2019)

Lexical features are more 
vulnerable (Balagopalan et 
al., 2019)

Agreeing on interpretations 
of linguistic features (Zhu et 
al., 2019)

Predicting the inductive 
bias (Lovering et al., 2021)

RoBERTa acquires linguistic 
features eventually 
(Warstadt et al., 2020)


